Amplitude
EcoCloth Wipes
™

Cellulose/polyester cleanroom wipes
Contec®, the leader in developing innovative products, is pleased to introduce a
new nonwoven wipe. The EcoCloth™ wipe has been engineered to have greater
thickness in a lighter weight sheet. The increase in thickness greatly enhances
the sorbent capacity (fewer wipes are required to pick-up spills) and also makes
it easier for operators to pick up one wipe at a time.
Our engineers also kept Mother Earth in mind when developing the Amplitude
EcoCloth wipe. Today’s customers are looking for ways to reduce their solid
waste disposal — for both financial and “eco” reasons. The combined effect of
superior performance and lighter weight gives a potential reduction in wipe solid
waste in excess of 40% (based on the dry weight of wipes disposed).
Amplitude™ EcoCloth™ Nonwoven Cleanroom wipes are
manufactured using a special hydroentangling process.
They are engineered to have greater thickness in a lighter
weight sheet, requiring fewer wipes for spill pick ups.

FEATURES OF ECOCLOTH
Hydroentangled nonwoven wipe composed of a polyester/cellulose blend
Low levels of particles and extractables
Superior sorbency
Greater thickness reduces operator waste
Users can easily lift one wipe at a time
Reduces solid waste in excess of 40%
First wipe designed for the Cleanroom industry with Mother Earth in mind

Part No.

Description

Size

Packaging

AMEC0001

Flat stacked

4” x 4” (10 x 10cm)

1200/bag; 12 bags/case

AMEC0002

Flat stacked

6” x 6” (15 x 15cm)

300/bag; 20 bags/case

AMEC0003

Flat stacked

9” x 9” (23 x 23cm)

300/bag; 12 bags/case

AMEC0004

Flat stacked

12” x 12” (30 x 30cm)

150/bag; 14 bags/case

AMEC0005

Flat stacked

18” x 18” (46 x 46cm)

75/bag; 10 bags/case

Visit our website for more information: www.contecinc.com.
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